ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG | SUB | SITE | HOLE | CORE | TYPE | SEC | OBSERVER
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 1/6 | 717C | 1/6 | X | C/C |

COLOR

PIECE # | GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION | DRILLING DISTURB. | STRUCTURES | SAMPLES |
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
0 |  |  |  |  |
10 | T7 |  |  |  |
20 | T5 | △ |  |  |
30 | T7 | △ |  |  |
40 |  |  |  | BOTTOM |

10Y 5/1

2 mm THICK MUD LAMINATION
SANDY Silt
SILT
SAND

1-3 mm THICK SILTY MUD LAMINATIONS (4 TOTAL) SPACED IRREGULARLY THROUGH INTERVAL
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